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Greenzone is a commercial cleaning company like no other; 
they aim to challenge all industry preconceptions and deliver the 
cleanest and most service focused customer experience, whilst 
achieving new benchmarks in sustainability.

As an organisation that was founded on sustainable principles, 
they wanted to reduce the usage of paper within their field and 
back office data capture processes.

Formworks provided an ideal digital form solution to remove the 
need for paper. 

“We chose Formworks because it allowed us to easily design 
forms the way that we wanted them to look and function,” 
explains Martyn Sheriff, Greenzone’s IT Manager.  

Greezone have teams of mobile workers who conduct site 
assessments and rely on a variety of different checklists 
and form types to conduct their audits. For Greenzone’s 
management team, releasing new paper forms was always 
a challenge from a team communication and distribution 
perspective.

When working with paper, Greenzone’s admin team were 
struggling with misplaced paperwork and incomplete forms.

“Our admin team love Formworks. They’ve drastically reduced 
their paper printouts and spend much less time processing and 
archiving the data now that the process has been digitised. From 
a compliance perspective, we are no longer trying to recover 
missing data because people didn’t fill in the required form 
fields.” - Hector Gonzalez, IT Administrator
 
Greenzone have recently increased their number of Formworks 
users and have 42 forms in development. They are also 
currently in the process of building a new database on MS Azure 
to store their product and customer information, which will 
increase the speed of data capture even more.

“We are still in the early stages of utilising Formwork’s reporting 
capabilities but expect to see proof of the time savings and data 
quality improvements we are already experiencing.” - Martyn 
Sheriff, IT Manager

GreenZone provides cleaning 
services to a wide variety of 
commercial and residential 
premises throughout the UK. 
Our customers range from 
small businesses to clients with 
large portfolios of buildings. 

Martyn Sheriff
IT Manager

“Pushing new forms out via 
Formworks to our mobile workers 
has never been easier. I am 
confident that when I publish a 
new form, it syncs with the iPads 
and our mobile workers start 
filling them in.”

Greenzone Move To Paperless 
Environment With Formworks


